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Product Parts

1 - Frame
2 - Base
3 - Vertical Pole (x2)
4 - Hex Wrench
5 - Large Hex Screw (x2)
6 - Small Screw (x4)
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Rectangular Tubing Sign Display - Single

Display Set-Up

Step 3
Line up one of the Large Hex Screws (5) 
with a Vertical Pole (3) and use the Hex 
Wrench (4) to thread and tighten them 
together. With the Large Hex Screw (5) 
almost tightened, rotate the Vertical Pole 
(3) so that the hole 3/4 of the way up, is 
facing the inside of the display.

Repeat this step for the second Vertical 
Pole (3).

Step 4
Hold the Frame (1) so that the 
Graphic Slit (located on one of 
the short sides) is on the top. 
Line up the side holes in the 
Frame (1) with the holes in the 
Vertical Poles (3). 

Thread a Small Screw (6) from 
the inside of the Frame (1) into 
the Vertical Pole (3) and tighten with a Screwdriver (not included). 

Repeat for the second Vertical Pole (3).   
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Step 5 
Slide the Graphic into the Graphic 
Slit on the top of the Frame (1) and 
gently guide it down until it rests on 
the bottom.

Your display is now complete and 
ready to be used.

Step 1 
Begin by removing all parts from the box 
and place on a clean, flat surface.

Locate the center holes on the short sides of 
the Base (2). Flip the Base (2) so the holes 
with the flared edges face downward. 

Step 2 
Feed the Large Hex Screws (5) from the bottom, 
upwards, through the holes.
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Storage & Care

Place all product parts into shipping box and store in a cool, dry 
location. 

To clean, wipe with damp cloth.


